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Fundamentals	

Based on the LHCONE Architecture document v2.2, available from http://lhcone.net, the following 
basic requirements shall be met on the transatlantic part of LHCONE: 
 

 Dedicated capacity between Open Exchange Points in US and Europe 
 Support for the following services: 

o Static point-to-point Layer 2 circuits 
o Dynamic point-to-point Layer 2 circuits 
o Shared VLAN service 
o Monitoring 

 
Although not within the scope of LHCONE, the GPN routed IP connectivity will continue to 
play an important role in the data movement between LHC sites in the near-term future. Its 
transatlantic planning should take LHCONE into account, and should be coordinated when 
laying out long-term plans. 
 
While the underlying infrastructure might be shared with other science fields, within the LHCONE 
core, the services listed above are built on dedicated capacity channels. Figure 1 illustrates the 
principle: in this example, a Layer 1 link is logically divided in sub-rate channels, one or more of 
those dedicated to LHCONE. This provides traffic separation with non-LHCONE data flows. Within 
the LHCONE dedicated capacity, the bandwidth is further sub-divided in channels available for the 
LHCONE services: Lightpaths use dedicated capacity allocated only for this purpose, while the point-
to-point Layer 2 connections without bandwidth guarantees and the multipoint connections (“shared 
VLANs”) share their allocated capacity. 
This example is indicative of the principle, and should not exclude potential use of Layer 1 or Layer 0 
links completely dedicated to LHCONE. 
 

 
Figure 1: LHCONE uses dedicated capacity channels. While the LHCONE capacity is dedicated, the underlying 
infrastructure can be shared with other non-LHCONE purposes. For clarity, only one LHCONE shared capacity 

channel is shown (in yellow), however the design does not exclude more refined capacity allocations. 

 
The services listed above are built on point-to-point and multipoint connections with or without 
bandwidth guarantees. Table 1 shows the connectivity type matrix used in LHCONE, indicating 
where which types of connections appear in the LHCONE network. The LHCONE core consists of 



point-to-point or multipoint connections with dedicated capacity, while multipoint and point-to-point 
services without bandwidth guarantees appear only in the access networks. 
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Table 1: LHCONE connectivity type matrix. 

 

Design	based	on	the	Architecture	Document		

Shared	VLAN	service	

The shared VLAN service is implemented in LHCONE as a single broadcast domain spanning all 
continents. The Layer2 connections in the core have reserved bandwidth for the combined traffic 
through this VLAN. As such, this service provides only separation of traffic from the GPN, but 
without any bandwidth guarantees specific to a site or pair of sites. This is the first important step in 
the construction of LHCONE. 
 
Loop avoidance: the use of Spanning Tree Protocol is discouraged on the geographical scale of 
LHCONE. Therefore the design of the LHCONE core for the shared VLAN service should be based 
on a tree topology initially. Depending on the technology used in each segment (between the Open 
Exchanges), protection might be available through SONET/SDH protection switching (linear/ring or 
mesh), MPLS failover, or 802.1Qay protection switching.  
 
A set of route servers will be installed to support distribution of routing information between the end-
sites or connectors. 
 

Static	point‐to‐point	circuits	(Layer	2)	

Static point-to-point circuits (Lightpaths) can be provisioned with or without bandwidth guarantees, 
depending on the request from the experiments and/or sites. Point-to-point Layer 2 connections 
without dedicated capacity provide only logical traffic separation from the other LHCONE flows. In 
terms of performance, Layer2 connections without bandwidth guarantees do not provide any 
advantage over the shared VLAN service. 
 
The main benefit of LHCONE will be in providing guaranteed capacity channels between the LHC 
computing sites. Initially, static Layer 2 services can be provided at the time of writing, moving to 
dynamic bandwidth allocation as LHCONE progresses. The capacity of a point-to-point circuit in the 
near term can vary from 1 to 10Gbps, and up to 40/100Gbps in the future. 



Dynamic	Lightpaths	service	

This service will be provided after the initial deployment of LHCONE. Experimental service has been 
demonstrated. Internet2 ION service is operational on US footprint, while the DYNES1 instrument 
will provide first production-level service implementation including LHC sites in Europe. 
Implementation in LHCONE will draw the experience of DYNES, and might/will include direct 
connectivity to the DYNES instrument. 
In addition to the production deployment in the R&E networks and the Open Exchange Points, the 
service also requires integration in the LHC Experiments’ software stack. 
 

Routing		

As routing is implemented at the edge (end-sites or aggregation networks), it is not in scope of this 
document. 
 

Monitoring	

The LHC sites shall be asked to install a perfSONAR measurement point. This requires only a single 
PC connected in the subnet announced to LHCONE by the site, running the perfSONAR-PS CD 
image. A central repository providing access to the measurement data will be also installed. 
Core nodes’ and network utilization will also be monitored, and integrated with the overall LHCONE 
perfSONAR monitoring. 
 
 

Implementation	

LHCONE will be a critical resource for the LHC program, and the rate of rollout will have to 
accommodate the needs of the program as they might evolve during the 2011/2012 LHC run.  
Therefore, the time scales given in this section are tentative, and should not exclude a potentially 
more rapid deployment in 2011 should it become required. 

Short‐term	implementation	(Spring/Summer	2011)	based	on	Use	Case	

The LHC experiments’ use case document (available at http://lhcone.net) has been taken as the basis 
requirements documents for the initial deployment of LHCONE. It focuses on the shared VLAN 
service. 

Status	(April	08,	2011)	

As of time of writing, the initial LHCONE implementation includes the following segments with 
dedicated capacity: 

 CERNLight – Netherlight, 10Gbps, provided by SURFnet/CERN  
 NetherLight – MANLAN, 5Gbps, provided by US LHCNet 
 MANLAN – StarLight, 5 Gbps, provided by US LHCNet 

 
Currently, the capacity is dedicated to the shared VLAN service. The service, using VLAN ID 3000, 
is operational spanning these segments.  
A route server is operational at CERN, while a second device is being prepared for resiliency at 
Starlight. 
LHC sites currently connected to the shared vlan service: CERN, Caltech.  
The infrastructure is ready to accept connections from any other LHC site at the following exchange 
points: CERNLight, NetherLight, MANLAN, StarLight. 
 
                                                      
1 In construction, start of operation expected in summer 2011. See http://www.internet2.edu/dynes for more 
information. 



Figure 2 shows the initial LHCONE core implementation. Used for quick-prototype implementation 
and as proof of principle, it is expected that it will change and expand during summer 2011, in 
particular on the US segment (where US LHCNet provides only the initial capacity). 
 

 
Figure 2: Initial LHCONE Core implementation (March 2011). Blue lines indicate LHCONE core links. Dashed blue 
line indicates a local connection at the MANLAN facility not yet in place. A route server is operational at CERN, and 

connected as shown to the CERNLight Open Exchange Point. End-sites connecting through access links are not 
shown here. 

 
 

Short	term	plans	(Now‐Summer	2011)	

We foresee that the NetherLight – MANLAN capacity will grow short-term over US LHCNet to 
10Gbps, and the MANLAN-Starlight segment might be provided by Internet2. The dedicated capacity 
on the latter segment has yet to be defined. The allocation of the transatlantic capacity in US LHCNet 
will be evaluated and refined during the initial phase of LHCONE, in particular the allocation of 
capacity to shared VLAN and circuit services. 
 
While not mentioned in the use case document, static point-to-point circuits can be implemented 
between the LHC sites, depending on their current connectivity options. Although it is not in the 
initial plan, the underlying infrastructure can support it already today. 
 
LHCONE-North America: A document defining an Open Distributed Exchange (Point) has been 
prepared by Internet2 and ESnet in collaboration with CANARIE and US LHCNet. The proposed 
infrastructure shall be included in the LHCONE core implementation as soon as it becomes available. 
 
LHCONE-Europe: A document defining a distributed exchange in the GEANT domain has been 
prepared by DANTE. The design includes connections to some European NRENs as access network 
for potentially many Tier2 and Tier3 sites in Europe. Once operational, it shall be connected to the 
LHCONE core, either through NetherLight or CERNLight, or both. 
 
ACE: Initially, the ACE project will support LHCONE in two important ways: by providing the right 
amount of routed general purpose IP connectivity (GPN) during the construction of LHCONE, when 
still many sites will rely on it. The links dedicated to circuits (currently StarLight-NetherLight) could 
potentially be used for point-to-point service. At this point, ACE cannot dedicate bandwidth to 
particular projects like the LHC, however it is expected that in particular the dynamic circuit services 
for LHCONE will be supported on the ACE links in the future. 
 
Figure 3 shows the proposed transatlantic implementation of the initial phase of LHCONE. Shared 
VLAN service will use the links indicated in blue, while point-to-point circuit services can be 
implemented using links shown in blue or green.  



 

 
Figure 3: LHCONE - Transatlantic Core Implementation by Summer 2011. Capacity numbers are indicative only. 

 
 

Scaling	up	capacity	for	lightpath	services	

Capacity for point-to-point Layer 2 services can be provided by any R&E transatlantic carrier 
connecting to the Open Exchange Points forming LHCONE.  
 

Scaling	up	capacity	for	shared	vlan	service	

The shared vlan is supported currently as a dedicated 5Gbps virtual circuit provided by US LHCNet 
between MANLAN and NetherLight. Additional capacity can be provided either by US LHCNet, or 
in collaboration with other transatlantic partners. Scaling beyond 10Gbps is possible with today’s 
technology deployed on transatlantic routes through link aggregation (IEEE 802.3ad). Links from 
multiple R&E carriers can be aggregated in this way, as long as they connect the same Open 
Exchange Points and use Ethernet termination.  
 
 

Foreseen	future	development	(Summer	2011‐Spring	2012)	

Build-out of circuit services, in particular introduction of dynamic lightpaths. To be discussed. 
Include other transatlantic partners. 
 


